Dear Young Urban Curators,
Boston’s biggest neighborhood, Dorchester, is brimming with history and community. Here
you can find landmarks including The Mather School—the nation’s first public elementary
school, the Baker Chocolate Factory—the first of its kind in the country, and The Blake
House—Boston’s oldest building. Over the years, this historic, diverse community has
grown and evolved with each generation of residents whose spirit, vision, and vibrancy
have infused this corner of Boston with an unmistakable character.
You can feel community in the small businesses, restaurants, and galleries that make
Dorchester a thriving cultural hub. Across the neighborhood—and across our city—local
businesses support our families and drive our economy. Multi-generational Legacy
Businesses anchor our communities and introduce visitors and residents alike to a world of
new experiences.
The partnership between the Boston Preservation Alliance and students at the Lilla G.
Frederick Pilot Middle School highlights some of the most meaningful spaces and places in
Dorchester. I’m so grateful to our skilled team of urban curators for the opportunity to
rediscover this neighborhood through their eyes.
It’s my pleasure to invite you to celebrate their hard work by connecting with your
neighbors, exploring our city, and learning more about the artists, entrepreneurs, and
small business owners who make up this incredible community. Many of the young authors
who wrote these cards are new to Boston, or—like me—are the children of immigrants. And
I am so proud of them for using their voices to uplift others in our community, and so
grateful for the time, care, and heart they’ve invested in bringing us these stories of
inspiration and ingenuity.
Thank you to our young urban curators! Thank you for your wonderful words, your curious
minds, and your generous hearts. I’m also grateful for the educators & artists, the small
business owners & partners, and the Boston Preservation Alliance for collaborating with
our students to bring Dorchester’s stories to life.

Michelle Wu
Mayor of Boston

